EDGE exchange scheme 2017-2018
_________________________________________________________
The University of Liège (ULg), the University of Economics of Bratislava (EUBA) and Sciences Po
in Paris are proud to announce the EDGE Exchange Scheme, a mobility grant scheme under the
Environmental Diplomacy and Geopolitics (EDGE) project funded by the European Union. The
scheme facilitates the exchange of undergraduate and graduate students between both
universities during the academic years 2017-2018, 2018-2019 and 2019-2020. This information
sheet contains all information regarding the exchanges during the academic year 2017-2018.

Duration
Students from ULg can apply to spend one semester at Science Po or EUBA, either the fall
semester (August 2017- December 2017) or the spring semester (January 2018 – May 2018).
Students from Science Po can apply to spend the full academic year at ULg or EUBA (September
2017- June 2018).

Grant
Students selected for the exchange scheme will receive a monthly allowance of €700.

Selection procedure
Two students per year from EUBA can spend a semester at Sciences Po or ULg. Two students per
year from Sciences Po can spend a full academic year at EUBA or ULg. Two students per year
from ULg can spend a semester at EUBA or Sciences Po.
Students who aspire to participate in the exchange scheme have to submit a CV and motivation
letter – in English – by April 30, 2017. The motivation letter should elaborate on the student’s
background (if any) regarding environmental matters – either professional or academic – as
well as the role the exchange scheme and its specific courses could play in the student’s
academic and professional development.
Applications should be sent to Ms. Ivana Dancáková (edge@euba.sk).
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Annual summer school in Bratislava (EUBA)
Students enrolled in the exchange scheme have the opportunity to attend the annual summer
school of the EDGE project. The 2017 summer school will be held in September at the University
of Economics in Bratislava.

EDGE Certificate
Students who attend EDGE courses at their home institutions and at the host institution for a
minimum of 30 ECTS will receive an EDGE Certificate at the completion of their 30 ECTS.

EDGE Courses
Each student enrolled in the exchange scheme will have to attend a minimum of 3 courses
selected from the below list and acquire a minimum of 15 ECTS.

Contact
For more information as well as the submission form, feel free to contact EDGE coordinators at
the University of Economics in Bratislava at edge@euba.sk.
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